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Abstract
Modern applications use multiple storage abstractions such as the
file system, key-value stores, and embedded databases such as
SQLite. Maintaining consistency of data spread across multiple
abstractions is complex and error-prone. Applications are forced to
copy data unnecessarily and use long sequences of system calls to
update state in a consistent manner. Not only does this create im-
plementation complexity, it also introduces potential performance
problems from redundant IO and fsync() calls, which fragment
disk writes into small, random IOs. In this paper, we propose that
the operating system should provide transactions across multi-
ple storage abstractions; we can build such transactions with low
development cost by taking advantage of a well-tested piece of
software: the file-system journal. We present the design of our
cross-abstraction transactions and some preliminary results, show-
ing such transactions can increase performance by 31% in certain
cases.

1 INTRODUCTION
The interface to the file system is a defining feature of operating
systems. Early operating systems like the IBM 360 had indexed files
to support database-like access to file data; early MacOS supported
extended file metadata using resource forks; and UNIX beat all
competitors by treating files as a simple sequence of bytes accessed
via read(), write(), and seek() system calls.

Unfortunately, modern applications have certain requirements
that do not fit well with the current interface: for example, storing
structured data, and performing rich, complex queries on the data.
Applications have turned to new abstractions such as embedded
databases (e.g., SQLite [28]) and key-value stores (e.g., LevelDB [7])
to meet their needs. Unfortunately, since these abstractions operate
on top of the file system, they have to work with or around the
simplistic API.

Such attempts have led to either poor performance or loss of
correctness in the face of a crash [18]. For example, databases and
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key-value stores often maintain an application-level log. The meta-
data for those logs is written twice: once to the kernel’s file-system
journal and once in-place in the file system (this is called the dou-
ble journaling problem [11]). These additional IOs along with the
sync() system call overheads severely degrade throughput on mod-
ern SSDs and the situation will be even worse for faster devices like
non-volatile memory. As storage devices approach memory latency,
software overheads such as the processing required for system calls
begin to dominate latency (e.g., an fsync() in the Redis key-value
store takes 137us [17]).

Even if a particular abstraction works well with the file system,
modern applications often store across different abstractions. For
example, the Android Mail client stores email messages in SQLite,
attachments as files, and the backup of mailbox information in a
key-value store [26]. For such applications, a single logical update
from the user’s point of view may require writes across different
abstractions that all need to be performed atomically. Accomplish-
ing this with user-level logs results in poor performance and added
complexity (see §2).

We believe that file-system transactions can fix these perfor-
mance and correctness problems while simplifying user-level code.
Transactions have been attempted in file systems before, but have
failed due to either low performance or hard-to-use interfaces (see
§5). We believe both of these problems can be surmounted, and
that they are not fundamental features of transactional systems.
Another challenge in building transactional interfaces is the high
implementation cost. We propose to build ACID transactions on
top of the file-system journal, a novel approach that will greatly re-
duce implementation complexity by leveraging well-tested, mature
kernel code.

We describe the design of T2FS, a file system which leverages
the failure-atomic file-system journal to provide ACID transactions
to user-space applications (§3). T2FS uses lazy version management
and eager conflict detection, maintaining in-kernel logs to buffer
transactional updates. T2FS will be the first system to provide trans-
actions across different storage abstractions, enabling applications
such as MediaWiki and Android Mail to transactionally update
state distributed among different abstractions such as file systems,
embedded databases, and key-value stores (§4).

T2FS will reduce application complexity and increase perfor-
mance. Application performance will increase due to several fac-
tors: reduced IO (e.g., metadata is written only once and editors
would not have to make copies of edited files to ensure logical
updates), batching of updates in transactions (especially benefiting
small writes [19]), fewer system calls (e.g., fewer calls to fsync()),
and fine-grained conflict detection.

2 HOW APPLICATIONS UPDATE STATE
TODAY

Given that applications do not have access to transactions across
storage abstractions today, how do they consistently update state?
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open(/dir/tmp) 
write(/dir/tmp) 
fsync(/dir/tmp) 
fsync(/dir) 
rename(/dir/tmp, /dir/orig) 
fsync(/dir/)

(a) Atomic Update via Rename

open(/dir/log) 
write(/dir/log) 
fsync(/dir/log) 
fsync(/dir/) 
write(/dir/orig) 
fsync(/dir/orig) 
unlink(/dir/log) 
fsync(/dir/)

(b) Atomic Update via Logging

// Write attachment 
open(/dir/attachment) 
write(/dir/attachment) 
fsync(/dir/attachment) 
fsync(/dir/) 

// Writing SQLite Database 
open(/dir/journal)     
write(/dir/journal) 
fsync(/dir/journal) 
fsync(/dir/) 
write(/dir/db) 
fsync(/dir/db) 
unlink(/dir/journal) 
fsync(/dir/)

(c) Atomically adding a email  
message with attachments  

in Android Mail

Figure 1: Different protocols used by applications to make
consistent updates to persistent data.

Even if the system crashes or power fails, applications need to
maintain invariants across state in different abstractions (e.g., an
image file should match thumbnail in a picture Gallery). Applica-
tions achieve this by using ad-hoc protocols that are complex and
error-prone.

In this section, we show how complex it is to implement seem-
ingly simple protocols for consistent updates to storage. There are
many details that often get overlooked, like the persistence of di-
rectory contents. These protocols are complex, error prone, and
inefficient. With current storage technologies, these protocols must
sacrifice performance to be correct because there is no efficient way
to order storage updates.

Currently, applications use the fsync() system call to order
updates to storage [4]; since fsync() forces durability of data,
the latency of a fsync() call varies from a few milliseconds to
several seconds. As a result, applications do not call fsync() at all
the places in the update protocol where it is necessary, leading to
severe data loss and corruption bugs [18].

We now describe two common techniques used by applications
to consistently update state on storage. Figure 1 illustrates these
protocols.
Atomic Rename. Protocol (a) shows how a file can be updated via
atomic rename. The application writes new data to a temporary
file, persists it with an fsync() call, updates the parent directory
with another fsync() call, and then renames the temporary file
over the original file, effectively causing the directory entry of the
original file to point to the temporary file instead. The old contents
of the original file are unlinked and deleted. Finally, to ensure that
the temporary file has been unlinked properly, the application calls
fsync() on the parent directory.

 ① fs_tx_commit 
completes
in-memory 
transaction

In-memory 
file system 
transactions

③Asynchronous 
journal write back 
(checkpoint)

On-disk 
journal

File metadata 
and data blocks

②Transaction 
written to journal 
on sync

TX1

TX2

Figure 2: T2FS relies on ext4’s own journal for atomic up-
dates. At commit time, the transaction-local operations are
made global, and are recorded into the global in-memory
file system transaction. The following sync() then forces the
writes of the transaction into the journal. Finally, the asyn-
chronous journal checkpoint updates the in-place file data
and metadata blocks.

Logging. Protocol (b) shows another popular technique for atomic
updates, logging [8] (either write-ahead-logging or undo logging).
The log file is written with new contents, and both the log file and
the parent directory (with new pointer to log file) are persisted. The
application then updates the original file, and persists the original
file (since it already existed, the parent directory has not changed).
Finally, the log is unlinked, and the parent directory is persisted.

The situation becomes more complex when applications use
more than one storage abstraction. Protocol (c) illustrates how the
Android Mail application adds a new email with an attachment. The
attachment is stored on the file system, while the email message
(along with metadata) is stored in the database. Since the database
has a pointer to the attachment (i.e., a file name), the attachment
must be persisted first. Persisting the attachment requires two
fsync() calls (to the file and its containing directory) [1, 18]. SQLite
has been configured to use write-ahead-logging to then atomically
update the database; it follows a protocol similar to Protocol (b).

Thus we see how complex the protocols are, and that they lead to
low performance (e.g., AndroidMail uses six fsync() calls to persist
a single email with an attachment). System support for transactions
over multiple storage abstractions is required to maintain high
performance for these applications for current and emerging high-
performance storage devices.

3 T2FS TRANSACTIONS
T2FS builds upon the atomic update mechanism of the file system
(such as journaling [21]) to provide ACID transactions to applica-
tions. Although most file systems contain a well-tested, mature
mechanism to atomically update multiple blocks on storage, this
mechanism is not exposed to applications; rather it is used inter-
nally to guarantee the integrity of updates to file-system metadata.

We propose building on this mechanism to reduce the imple-
mentation complexity in building a transactional system. We use
the running example of ext4 and its journaling mechanism, al-
though similar mechanisms such as copy-on-write [10] in the ZFS



file system [29] would also work. ext4 guarantees that all the up-
dates within a journal transaction are applied to the file system
atomically; T2FS guarantees that an application-level transaction
is contained within a single journal transaction, thus ensuring it
is atomically applied to the file system. While the file system by
default writes only metadata to the journal, T2FS also journals data
blocks. Journaling data can significantly degrade performance; to
minimize this, T2FS employs selective data journaling [4], only
journaling data blocks that were already allocated (i.e., data blocks
that are being updated), and avoiding journaling newly allocated
data blocks. This optimization does not harm crash consistency
because ext4’s ordered mode forces data to be sync-ed before its
corresponding metadata.
API. T2FS provides developers with three system call interfaces:
fs_tx_begin(), which begins a transaction; fs_tx_commit(), which
ends a transaction and attempts to commit it, and fs_tx_abort(),
which discards all file-system updates done as part of the preceding
transaction. On commit, all file-system updates in an application-
level transaction are persisted in an atomic fashion – after a crash,
users see none of the transaction updates, or all of them. fs_tx_-
commit() returns an error code indicating whether the transaction
was committed successfully (the commit may fail for various rea-
sons, such as a conflict, the transaction is too big, or the file system
has run out of space); the application can then choose to retry the
transaction.

T2FS provides isolation for its transactions; transactional up-
dates are not visible to other threads until commit. T2FS isolates
file-system updates only, the application is responsible for synchro-
nizing access to its own data structures.

A user can surround any sequence of file-system related system
calls with fs_tx_begin() and fs_tx_commit() and the system
will execute those system calls in a single transaction. This inter-
face makes it possible to bring the power of file-system transactions
selectively to existing applications piecemeal and with little porting
effort. This interface is easy for programmers to use and makes it
simple to incrementally deploy file system transactions into existing
applications. In contrast, some high-profile transactional file sys-
tems (namely Window’s TxF [23]) had far more complex, difficult
to use interfaces.

Figure 2 shows how T2FS transactions proceed from process-
local in-memory modifications to durable, in-place file system up-
dates. The kernel buffers a process’ modifications to files, eventually
making them globally visible when the transaction commits. When
the transaction is made durable, it is first written to the file sys-
tem journal. The journal contents are eventually, asynchronously
written back to the file system (a process called check pointing
the journal). The checkpoint latency does not affect the latency of
committing a durable transaction.
Isolation.While ext4 journaling provides atomic, durable updates,
it does not provide isolation. Thus the central challenge of T2FS
is adding isolation. To support isolation, T2FS maintains an in-
memory log to track local modifications to the kernel data struc-
tures. T2FSmakes local copies of dentries and inodes (the in-memory
data structures for directories and files) for a user transaction at
lookup time. It does copy-on-write for pages and then inserts them

into a transaction-local radix tree. File-system code that can poten-
tially change global on-disk state is split into two parts: (1) that only
changes the in-memory status of the data structures, which should
be invoked immediately on the local copies when a system call is
performed. This enables later operations inside the same transac-
tion to read earlier writes; (2) one that changes the on-disk state,
which should not be performed until commit time. T2FS monitors
file access and guarantees that no other concurrent T2FS transac-
tions can read the data from an uncommitted one and that any
transaction is aborted if its data is written.

If fs_tx_abort() is called on a T2FS transaction, it simply
aborts the recorded local copies of in-memory data structures, and
recovers some potential side effects on the global data structures
(which cannot be read by other transactions due to conflict de-
tection). If fs_tx_commit() is called, T2FS first checks if there is
any confict or if an error happened during the transaction. If so,
it aborts the transaction. Otherwise, it starts the commit protocol.
The protocol traverses all recorded data structures modified inside
the local transaction, and performs two phase locking. It makes
the transaction updates durable on the persistent journal (newly
allocated blocks are made durable on the file system), then copies
back the local dentries, inodes and pages to their global counter-
parts. We currently rely on application writers to call a flavor of the
sync() system call to explicitly make transactions durable on disk.
This adds flexibility to users to trade off between durability and
performance. Future work will include a flag to fs_tx_commit()
that achieves durability synchronously.
Conflict detection. We believe conflicts will be infrequent for
the applications we target, therefore we keep conflict detection
and resolution simple. Prior work has shown that multiple threads
reading and writing the same file at the same time is rare [18].
Accordingly, T2FS uses a lightweight isolation mechanism that
provides isolation at the level of repeatable reads [3]. T2FS stores
transaction-local copies of written pages, and tracks pages that are
read by the transaction.

T2FS performs eager conflict detection to provide isolation with
respect to non-transactional writes: a non-transactional write will
abort any active transaction that has read or written the same data.
Nested T2FS transactions are flattened into a single transaction.
We detect conflicts for file-system data structures, e.g. dentries,
inodes and pages. We use fine-grained per-page conflict resolution
to resolve page-level read and write conflicts. If two threads are
modifying only data blocks from the same file, writes to different
data blocks would not cause any conflict. By avoiding transactions
being aborted by such kind of false conflicts, we expect better
parallelism in applications using T2FS.
Limitations. Our current design has two main limitations. First,
the maximum size of a T2FS transaction is limited by the size of
the journal (similar to size limitations of transactional memory
systems [12]). Second, although parallel transactions can proceed
with ACID guarantees, each transaction can only contain operations
from a single process. Transactions spanning multiple processes
are future work.
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Figure 3: T2FS guarantees on-disk consistency for transac-
tions by utilizing Ext4’s own journal. The figure illustrates
the memory and storage updates during a transaction with
an update to a database row. Writes to persistent storage are
listed as followed. (1) Data journal for the update; (2) Meta-
data journal for the update; (3) Asynchronouswrite-back for
the database data; (4) Asynchronouswrite-back for themeta-
data.

4 INTEGRATING T2FS WITH APPLICATIONS
To demonstrate the power and usefulness of T2FS, we plan to mod-
ify several applications to use T2FS transactions. We describe how
we modified SQLite, and how we plan to modify Cloudstone, Medi-
aWiki, and a couple of version control systems.
SQLite. We modified SQLite to use T2FS transactions. Figure 3
illustrates the flow of updates when SQLite uses T2FS transactions.
Data and metadata are first written safely to the journal, and then
checkpointed in-place into the file system. Note that the metadata is
written into the file system exactly once. With Write-ahead-logging
(WAL) mode in SQLite, there would be 2× the metadata updates:
once to the log, and once to the actual database file. When SQLite
is run in its safest configuration, there are more metadata updates
because it must update the parent directory whenever log files
are created or deleted [28]. Furthermore, SQLite with T2FS neatly
avoids having to clean up log files in the event of a crash: user-level
sees only the database file, not messy in-flight data.
Preliminary Evaluation. We run SQLite modified to use T2FS
transactions on a 6 core Intel Xeon E5-2620 CPU, with 8 GB DDR3
RAM, 250 GB Samsung SSD 850 and 512 GB Samsung SSD 850. We
use Ubuntu 16.04 LTS and Linux kernel 3.18.22.

Our prototype can run limited-size single-threaded benchmarks.
Table 1 reports a sequence of insert or update operations for a single
database table grouped into a transaction. Performance is reported
as operations per second (so larger is better) and compared with
different SQLite journaling modes (where the default is rollback
journaling).

Using T2FS is faster than any existing SQLite journaling scheme
for updating, and it is competitive for inserting (with no mode dom-
inating insert performance). The updating workload is 31% faster
than the default. No journaling is an unsafe mode that would make

SQLite vulnerable to corruption on a crash, but represents the best
possible performance for the workload. Several choices for SQLite
logging mode, including T2FS, result in similar levels of IO that
resemble the no journal lower bound. Write-ahead logging mode
(WAL) does write more data for the insert workload, which harms
its performance. Note that T2FS does not suffer WAL’s performance
shortfall on insert, and it surpasses its performance on update, mak-
ing it a better alternative. Although the file system journal shares
similarity with a WAL log, T2FS does not generate redundant IO
on insert because of its selective data journaling. Newly allocated
blocks in a T2FS transaction are not journaled.

T2FS’s improved performance for the update workload is due
to several factors. T2FS reduces the number of data syncs from 10
(in Rollback and Truncate mode) or 3 (in WAL mode) to only 1,
which leads to better batching and re-ordering of writes inside a
single transaction. It performs half its IO to the journal, which is
written sequentially. The remaining IO is done asynchronously via
a periodic file-system checkpoint that writes the journaled blocks
to in-place files. T2FS does not suffer from the double journaling
problem [24].

These preliminary measurements convince us that T2FS is a
promising research direction. We anticipate higher performance
gains for multi-threaded workloads.
PHP andMediaWiki.MediaWiki [2] is an open source Wiki writ-
ten in PHP and originally used for Wikipedia. It stores binary files
directly in a file system and metadata (such as file size and location)
in a database. High-level actions such as uploading an image results
in updates to both the file system and database; these updates must
be done atomically to ensure the consistency of MediaWiki.

We plan to augment the PHP API with transactional calls (such
as tx_begin() and tx_end()) and use these calls to transactionally
update MediaWiki state. Using transactions reduces the number of
fsync() calls and efficiently batches IO. Transactions also reduce
complexity of supporting rollback of operations such as file updates,
even in the presence of crashes.
Cloudstone. The Cloudstone WEB 2.0 benchmark simulates a so-
cial event website. Cloudstone models a LAMP stack, consisting of
a web server (nginx), PHP, and MySQL. Cloudstone uses files (e.g.,
for storing images) and a database for storing information about
events and people. Cloudstone provides a performance framework
to evaluate T2FS in the context of a realistic web application. Mak-
ing consistent updates to events requires transactions that update
files and a database.
Version Control Systems. Git and Mercurial are widely-used ver-
sion control systems that would benefit from file-system transac-
tions. To enable high performance, git does not order its operations
via fsync() [18] leaving it vulnerable to garbage files and outright
data corruption on a system crash. The git commit command
requires two file system operations to be atomic: a file append
(logs/HEAD) and a file rename (to a lock file). Failure to achieve
atomicity results in data loss and a corrupted repository [18].

Mercurial uses a combination of different files (journal, filelog,
manifest) to consistently update state. Mercurial’s commit com-
mand requires a long sequence of file-system operations including
file creations, appends, and renames be atomic; if not, the reposi-
tory is corrupted [18]. With simple changes, T2FS transactions will



Performance (Ops/s) IO (MB) Sync/tx
Journal mode Insert Update Insert Update Insert Update

Rollback
(default)

53899.7 28001 1977 3946 4 10

Truncate 53496.3 (0.99×) 28907 (1.03×) 1976 3944 4 10
WAL 39774.5 (0.74×) 34551.9 (1.23×) 3944 3928 3 3
T2FS 51398.5 (0.95×) 36695.8 (1.31×) 1970 3916 1 1

No journal
(unsafe)

54888.4 (1.02×) 50608 (1.81×) 1966 1956 1 1

Table 1: The table compares operations per second (larger is better) and total amount of IO for SQLite executing 1.5M 1KB
operations grouping 10K operations in a transaction using different journaling modes (including T2FS). The database is pre-
populated with 15M rows. All experiments use SQLite’s NORMAL synchronization mode (the most widely used mode by ap-
plications).

allow these programs to provide stronger failure guarantees more
efficiently.

5 RELATEDWORK
There have been a number of efforts over the years to provide sys-
tems support for file-system transactions. We now discuss different
approaches and their problems.
Building file systems on top of user-space databases. Oneway
to allow applications to update state in a transactional manner
is to build a file system over a user-space transactional database.
OdeFS [6], Inversion [15], and DBFS [14] use a database (such as
Berkeley DB [16]) to provide ACID transactions to applications.
Amino [31] tracks all user updates via ptrace and employs a user-
level database to provide transactional updates. Such systems suffer
from high performance degradation (e.g., 5-7× on certain work-
loads).
In-kernel Transactional File Systems. An approach that leads
to higher performance is adding transactions to in-kernel file sys-
tems. Valor [27] provides kernel support for file-system transactions.
However, Valor relies on mandatory file locks held at user level
and complex rules for write ordering due to its log being indepen-
dent from the file system’s. Its performance on several types of
benchmarks is about 3× slower than ext3. T2FS features a simpler
system call interface and more in-kernel work to maintain isolation.
Its state management is simpler because it reuses the file system
journal. T2FS has much higher performance.

Microsoft introduced Transactional NTFS (TxF), Transaction
Registry (TxR), and the kernel transaction manager (KTM) in Win-
dows Vista [23]. Using TxF requires all transactional operations be
explicit (i.e., read does not work within a transaction, the program-
mer must add an explicit transactional read). Therefore TxF had a
high barrier to entry and code that used it required separate main-
tenance. TxF also had significant limitations, like no transactions
on the root file system. In contrast, T2FS allows the application
to wrap unmodified file-system updates in a transaction. TxF also
had restrictions on use, for example, no transactions for files on
the boot disk. In contrast, in T2FS, the only restriction is that all
operations inside a transaction have to be on the same file system
(which is the same limitation as with hard links).

Transactional Operating Systems. A third, somewhat heavy-
weight, approach is modifying the entire operating system to pro-
vide transactions. Locus [30], QuickSilver [9], and TxOS [20] are
operating systems that provide transactions. This approach adds
significant complexity to the kernel; a large number of kernel data
structures will have to rewritten to support transactions. T2FS
mostly confines its modifications to the VFS and is designed to be
extended to work for file systems other than ext4. Developing a cor-
rect transactional database is extremely complicated – retrofitting
an existing kernel to do so is even more so.
Transactional Storage Systems. Similar to our work, CFS [13]
provides a lightweight mechanism for atomic updates of multiple
files. CFS builds on top of transactional flash storage. MARS [5]
builds on hardware-provided atomicity to build a transactional
system. TxFLash [22] uses the copy-on-write nature of Flash SSDs
to provide transations at low cost. Isotope [25] uses the interal multi-
versioning in block stores to provide isolation at the block level.
In contrast to these systems, T2FS provides transactions without
assuming any hardware support (beside device cache flush and
atomic sector updates).

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we take the position that the operating system should
provide a transactional interface for applications to efficiently up-
date persistent state across storage abstractions. We propose a novel
way to reduce the implementation complexity of building a trans-
actional system, by leveraging the file-system journal. We show
that our system, T2FS, increases performance in SQLite by up to
32% in insert and update workloads.
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